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    Several weeks ago I was
attending a convention at
which one of the promotional
vendors was Fox Home
Entertainment Division. The
booth was staffed by two
individuals who answered
attendee questions about 20th
Century Fox products and
handed out materials on
various studio projects.
Posters for and info about the
movie Avatar, recently
released on Blu-Ray, were
front and center. The
gentleman handing out Avatar
gear wasn't getting a lot of
hits. His partner, seated
further into the booth, was
handling a crowd. She was
holding court, fielding
questions about actress Jane
Lynch and chatting with
excited fans of the TV series
Glee. Avatar is genuine,
worldwide cinematic
phenomenon. Glee is a
phenomenon of a different
sort. A scripted hour of
television that has captivated
viewers across generational
lines and a cultural
conversation starter. The
woman talking to fans of Glee
at the convention, by the way,
was already running short on
giveaway material. With good

reason.

     For what it's worth, Glee shouldn't be successful in this era. Can you name some of the longest
running shows on television? One is a cartoon (The Simpsons) and the others are reality shows
(COPS, America's Most Wanted, America's Funniest Videos). Cheap, gonzo-journalistic programs
are the staple of most network television. Last night's first-season finale of Glee was another signal
that entertainment programming is slowly wending out of the reality era and into the era of…realism.
For a number of years, TV producers and execs have offered us glimpses of how good written,
crafted shows could be. The Sopranos may have been the high water mark for cinema-quality
television. In recent years, other premium (and even basic) cable outlets have struggled and finally
caught up with HBO shows like Sopranos. Shows like Mad Men, Breaking Bad, Rescue Me and
Damages have broken the reality TV juggernaut, using solid actors and well written stories. The
creator of Glee, Ryan Murphy, was behind Nip/Tuck, one of the most memorable dramas of the last
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decade. The networks have been slowly buying more of these shows, and I hope that Glee paves
the way for more interesting viewing choices.

Spoilers: Having given Glee lots of love and some credit for helping return written dramas to their
rightful place, I'll say that the finale (Journey) was just okay. There was an element of predictability
to the episode and some jammage (which happens when a two hour ender is stuck into one 43
minute episode). The club travelled to the Midwest Regional Show Choir Finals to face Vocal
Adrenaline and (unfortunately named) Oral Intensity. Quinn's water broke after the kids did an
awesome Journey Mash-Up Medley and finished where they started, with Don't Stop Believing. The
show choir pieces were the highlight of the show. In between there were some "Aww, don't sell out
Glee" moments, including Sue Sylvester's (Lynch) change of evil heart and the sparing of the club
for another season. What came out of the episode for me is that Lea Michele (who plays Rachel) is
destined for a career on par with Kristen Chenoweth (which gives neither woman enough credit)
and that the ensemble cast is great all the way around. Dianna Agron (Quinn), Chris Colfer (Kurt)
and Amber Riley (Mercedes) have all spent the past season not only singing, but acting with more
heart than many senior actors (and in many cases more than was required for pop TV). I was not a
huge fan of the ending and at one point turned to my wife and mentioned that if the show turned into
Mr. Holland's Opus I would leave. In the end, it was still very good television. Good for a show
about singing high schoolers. Good for the future of television drama.
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